VISIT THE SPACESHIP
JANUARY 20 - 28, 2022
Sundance Film Festival’s New Frontier is a
showcase for dynamic, innovative work at the
crossroads of film, art, and technology.
Globally accessible via computers and VR
headsets, New Frontier is an immersive
festival experience with many places to
explore. The deeper you go, the richer your
experience will be.
Click below to explore our interactive map
and use it as a guide to navigate
The Spaceship.

EXPLORE THE SPACESHIP →

INTERNATIONAL
SPACE STATION (ISS)
Astronauts on the ISS orbit
Earth every 92.68 minutes,
witnessing 16 sunsets and sunrises
in a single day. Every astronaut
returns to our planet with an
entirely new perspective.
FILM PARTY →

CINEMA HOUSE →

SPACE GARDEN →

START HERE!

Click on the different venues to see what we have to offer in The Spaceship!

THE GALLERY →

SPACE GARDEN
Ready for Spaceship Life? Here is your orientation to the New Frontier Experience.
When you first launch into space, you will land in Space Garden, where you will find up
to the moment schedule of events. and gives you access to all that The Spaceship has
to offer. From here, you can navigate to Cinema House, Film Party, The Gallery.
Have a photo handy to create your avatar!

← BACK TO MAP
BOARD THE SPACESHIP →

→

THE GALLERY
The Gallery features the complete 2022 New Frontier lineup. Each mural offers project
descriptions, instructions on how to access the work, and information about Artist
Spotlights where you can meet the artists.
If you poke around the Gallery floor, you may also find some easter egg experiences!
Audio and text chat functionality available from 11 a.m. to midnight MT.

← BACK TO MAP
BOARD THE SPACESHIP →

→

CINEMA HOUSE
Cinema House hosts New Frontier live performances, Artist Spotlights, and
community meetups! This year, the Cinema House is accessible via both computer &
VR. Audio and text chat functionality available from 11 a.m. to midnight MT.

← BACK TO MAP
BOARD THE SPACESHIP →

→

FILM PARTY
Film Party is where you can mingle with festival talent, and meet up with friends, both
old and new. Each screen leads to a cozy lounge dedicated to celebrating the films of
the Sundance Film Festival. Audio, video and text chat functionality available
from 11 a.m. to midnight MT.
VIEW THE SPACESHIP FILM PARTIES SCHEDULE HERE

← BACK TO MAP
BOARD THE SPACESHIP →

→

THANK YOU FOR
EXPLORING!
We built the New Frontier Spaceship with
LOVE so that festival audiences from all over
the world can gather and find community
around the amazing films and artworks at the
2022 Sundance Film Festival.

#NEWFRONTIER
#SUNDANCE

BOARD THE SPACESHIP →

